
eery Schooner 
Walloan Counselling Center 
2421 Chicago eycnue South 
tinneapolis, Einn. 55404 

Lear eery, 

11/8/76 

Your 11/5 with CIA's 10/27 and your 11/4 response here today. 711 is packing ey 
bag for the coming trip. I've Utile tine for thought. I'll give aim this corres-

pondence to see it it means anything; to his or, if he hoe any eugeortione to hake to you. 

In time you'll be hearing again and writing again. Life the tops ask them it it bas 
any coin 	wit: me, directly or indirectly; with your interest in the Shaw trial; 
your trip to Dallas and/or people you meat there; and if there is any co:election with 
tarsier intellieenco. You know dawned well it has not and you know they have no donentio 
rights except to protect their plant. this mean - ani personnel. Thin Keane that they 
are hiding e source on proscribed domeutio intelligence. it makes a good case if you 
have decent federal judges out there. 

You did not aendga copy of your request. AT it was limited to FCIA alone resubmit it 
to him includin., the rivacy Act. vs is the officer on both. 

Either way auk hew what FOIA exemptions apply. They Ear to be stretching to use 
PA, the only exemptions claimed. I e not familiar with its terms. I'm taking it with 
me to read again. But I think it ie significant that he dace not invoke FiIA at all. 

As him if the privacy invoked relates to an employee. They are not included in the 
law and one ease is &nee a D.C. federal aweale court deeieien relating to the Air l'orce. 

I'm not sure but I believe they canet invoke "properly claerified" under 11652 
except where it relates to their proper function, foreign intelligence. 

I'd ask for more particulura. I also can't Lovlitve that they'd have two records of 
this description and no more. These indicate either q request going from Hq, in which the 
ti e lag in conaide able for a responee, or two comeunieatiaue to eq, it which no other 
record is unlikely. 

They are required to give you marked copies in which they elireeete what they believe 
is covered by an exemption. Demand it. They have given me a record that ham only my 
name on it. The rest is entirely blank.(They are far from clone to compliance with me. 
They are jest stonewalling. We'11 nue when we can.) 

I think they are embarrusped aue are stretching the Acts to stonewall. They do not 
use quotes around the citations of the Act, for example. 4t way be word-fur-wor but in 
my experience when it ie they ume quotes. 

I'd even ark them what right they have to have any recordn on you and in what connection 
because they are by statute limited to foreign intelligence and have no domestic pelice 
powers or any othce kind of intelligence obligations or authorities. 

How about your former office mute? The one killed in Alaska? Fit him or our 
interest in him? 

You are neither mentione: nor indietted in the few ren.rde I've obtailed. 
by hunch is that this is azeaeaination-related. 

Beet, 


